
the numbers



values based allocations

organization

administration 
and overhead

amplification

educational 
multimedia

Conversation

COnsentric 
Circle series

funding needs

5 yr operational 
projections

research

peer reviewed 
and published

 $ 2,669,264  $ 368,000  $ 1,684,450  $ 343,513  $ 5,065,227



redistribution of resources to 
partners + their communities
We honor the collaborative energy 
our partners invest in us - rather than 
approach our partner orgs with a 
prescribed program or activity, we partner 
with community coalitions to customize 
learning experiences, outreach materials, 
support staff and venues that align with 
the needs of their clients and community. 
With a partner stipend, we not only cover 
the collaborative  time of their staff for 
preparation, design and facilitation, but the 
remaining can be further invested in their 
work or deepened extension of our work 
together. We believe everyone should be 
compensated for this powerful and taxing 
work for social change.

an investment in 
educational media production
We invest more on our media, marketing 
and communications than the average 
non-profit, not to advertise ourselves - but 
to amplify the under-heard. In addition 
to elevating survivor voices, opinions, 
experiences and demands, we create 
educational content on emerging research, 
trauma science, healing justice and how-
got-here histories, content that serves as 
learning material  to help shift narratives, 
ideologies and behavior around sexual 
violence & intimate harm.

offering free services at a 
fraction of the costs of their 
alternatives
Rather than charging victims for their own 
recovery, we offer our services for free, 
and as a result, potentially reduce further 
costs incurred in the typical course of long 
term mitigation - medical and therapeutic 
costs for victims, legal expenses and 
criminal proceedings. We think it’s time for 
victims to  not be the only ones shouldering 
the burden. 

values based allocations

LONG TERM investment 
to build good relation
None of our work is one and done. We value 
the creation of long term relationships 
and long term data, and deepen our 
relationships with existing regions and 
partners year to year as we also expand 
our reach.

striving for impact and efficiency
We don’t have the overhead of a building or 
a center, our team all works remotely, and 
we group Consentric Circles and content 
creation by region to reduce expenses and 
deepen relationships. Our dollars go to 
people, not places.

exceeding projections
Our expectations for the number of 
conversations are conservative. While 
there is profound value in hosting 
conversations and interviews in person, 
we’ve had enormous success with web 
based platforms, which use less resources 
and can include more geographically 
diverse community members. We want to 
maximize SROI, while focusing on serving 
communities with the methods and 
channels that feel right for them.

calibrating course,
integrating feedback
 We have proposed our allocations 
with a baseline in mind, but in our 
pilot experiences we’ve found that new 
collaboration opportunities with  partners 
arise that best build health and relation 
for their community. After our partner 
conversation with Woman Inc in english 
and espanol, we developed a program 
for their advocate training program. The 
flexibility of our model allows us to be 
extremely responsive to the landscape of 
needs before us.



organization

conversation
representative of staffing and travel; evaluation and assessment; 
partnership investment and facilitators stipend; facilities, equipment, 
platforms; promotion and LIVE capture; 

research
representative of literature review; healing modality matrix creation; 
Focus group investment includes: venue; facilitator; notetaker; supplies; 
transcription, coding, and data analysis.

amplification
representative of Consentric Circles data vis and amplification; campaign 
content production for research, myth busting, trauma science; podcasts 
(year two +); expanded content and collaborators (year three +).

representative of investment in building a high performance team, using a 
staged approach, with both full FTEs (****) and partial FTEs; bacK-end and 
technology expenses for functionality, visibility, and risk management.



WE SEEK funding FOR 

the next 5 YEARS OF 

INTIMATE DISCUSSION, 
EDUCATION, RESEARCH AND MEDIA 

HELP US CHANGE THE 

CONVERSATION

five year need projecTion summary



Change the shape, change the culture, change the conversation. 
Become a participant, partner or patron.

  visit us at healingcourage.org
  reach out  to info@healingcourage.org


